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Surfing the Absonite
Nigel Nunn, Australia

�To finite creatures of the grand universe the
concept of the master universe seems to be well-
nigh infinite, but doubtless the absonite architects
thereof perceive its relatedness to future and
unimagined developments within the unending
I AM.  Even space itself is but an ultimate condition,
a condition of qualification within the relative
absoluteness of the quiet zones of midspace.

At the inconceivably distant future eternity
moment of the final completion of the entire master
universe, no doubt we will all look back upon its
entire history as only the beginning, simply the
creation of certain finite and transcendental
foundations for even greater and more enthralling
metamorphoses in uncharted infinity.  At such a
future eternity moment the master universe will still
seem youthful;  indeed, it will be always young in
the face of the limitless possibilities of never-ending
eternity.� (pp. 1169,70)

We have been discussing the raising of an epic
backdrop for the stage upon which Urantia�s fifth epoch
will unfold.  We have predicted humanity�s acquirement
of (1) a new perspective onto the frame within which we
young ascenders live and work, and (2) a deeper
understanding of the domain of our Michael.

Now let�s take another step back, and reflect upon the
frame within which this Michael himself works�the
context within which a Creator Son, a master Michael,
perfects his local universe:

�The Universal Father, through the mechanism of
evolutionary Deity, is actually engaged in the
stupendous and amazing act of personality
focalization and power mobilization, on their
respective universe meaning-levels, of the divine
reality values of the finite, the absonite, and even
of the absolute.� (p. 13)

Clearly, humans at the tail end of Urantia�s fourth age
were ill-equipped to attempt to formulate ideas about the
context of evolutionary Deity; but embryonic Finaliters,
helping to kick-start Urantia�s fifth epoch, are invited to
begin this formulation.  So, let�s stride onwards...

With regard to the headwaters of Infinity and the
initialization of Eternity, we can do little more than
believe the I AM said �make it so�, and so it was.

However, once we move our considerations into
historic, post Havona times, we are able to extract from
the Urantia Papers some inkling as to the sequence that
the Master Architects have laid out.

If we consider the state and span of the I AM as
encompassing some ripening, from beginnings to
completion, we must wonder: �What is it that ripens?�

And since all absonites and finites are encompassed
with the state and span of the I AM, we must also wonder
how our familiar spacetime nest must appear to
transcendental, if not absolute, eyes.  As described in the
above quote from page 1169, �space itself is but an
ultimate condition, a condition of qualification within the
relative absoluteness of the quiet zones of midspace�.

One task of our philosophers and scientists is to so
adjust mankind�s myths and models that they are at least
consistent with measurable phenomena.  But by definition,
those things which, to us, are measurable phenomena, are
bound within the finite�a sub-region of that �condition
of qualification...�.  But the Urantia Papers expand the
domain of our speculation beyond these bounds.

Making the myth fit the phenomena

Keppler once had suspicions that the planets swung
around the Sun in circular in orbits.  With much hard work,
this initial guess was refined into his excellent
approximation about elliptical orbital behaviour.

Likewise, our brightest children will eventually tease
out of nature those higher-dimensional models that
describe certain evolutions within eternity.  One of these
evolutions is the history of spacetime, the first phase of
which is the integration of the superuniverse space level
into the completed grand universe.

The Urantia Papers describe how the early days of
this first phase are managed by God the Sevenfold, a divine
intrusion into the finite, commissioned to look after things
until the First Experiential Trinity (the Supreme, the
Supreme Creator Deity group, and the Architects of the
Master Universe) gets its act together.  Once established,
this trinity oversees an integration of the entire grand
universe, taking the perfected superuniverses and aligning
them with the patterns and purposes of the Havona realm.

The authors of the Urantia Papers then extrapolate this
sequence to offer us a feel for master universe integration,
in which the Second Experiential Trinity integrates every
point in pervaded space, and every moment in time, to
reveal the master universe as a contiguous, seamless crown
about peripheral Paradise.

With this circle of perfection presented as an interface
against the Absolutes of Potential, a very new day dawns.
The Consummator of Universe Destiny steps on stage,
musters actualized reality, and begins a transcendental
penetration of the possibilities that lure the Deities on.

*       *       *

The pages that follow are an attempt to depict a faint
glimpse of a crude outline of how this may be, how those
of us born in the shallows of spacetime may taste an
ultimate reality through experiential development.
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Let's take a closer look...
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Contacts in
Australia and New Zealand

If you would like your study group listed, or if
details have changed, please contact ANZURA.

Mr & Mrs C. Billington
Bairnsdale, VIC 3875
03 5153 0319
Cbilling@b150.aone.net.au

Valerie Billington
Baulkham Hills, NSW 2153
02 9862 8749
valerieb@one.net.au

Elizabeth Brown
Central Otago, NZ
02 535 8232

Ken & Betty Glasziou
Maleny, QLD 4552
07 5494 2503

Joe Hausler
Stanthorpe, QLD 4380
07 4681 3872

Colin Hemmingsen
Wellington 5, NZ
04 476 4868
Rhmu@xtra.co.nz

Trevor Hughes
Kuranda, QLD 4872
07 4093 7105

Paul & Gosia Jaworski
Pooraka, SA 5095
08 8359 1369
Jaworski@camtech.net.au

Edward & Nora Kendrex
Sorrento, WA 6020
08 9447 1666
Kenrex@opera.iinet.net.au

Alex & Heather King
Narara, NSW 2250
02 4323 6995
Kings@myplace.net.au

Ariki Mains
Otago, NZ
03 486 2230

Rex Merrett
Bateau Bay, NSW 2261
02 4385 6596

Gerhard Neuwiller
Boronia, VIC 3155
03 9729 2523

Nigel Nunn
Bruce, ACT 2616
02 6214 1465
nnunn@ausport.gov.au

Bob Reynolds
Wheelers Hill, VIC 3150
03 9562 0111

Rita Schaad
New Lambton, NSW 2305
02 4956 2272
Scharita@castle.net.au

George Sepp
St Albans, VIC 3021
03 9382 6716

David Shannon
Clayfield, QLD 4655
07 3256 1525
David&roz@ozemail.com.au

Mr Brian S. Squire
Hervey Bay, QLD 4655
07 41284172

Marion Steward
Auckland, NZ
09 263 5800
Joemarion@paradise.net.nz

Trevor & Kathleen Swadling
Nth Narrabeen, NSW 2101
Australia
02 9913 7893
Urantia@urantia.org.au

Michael Symonds
Woodbury, TAS 7120
03 6255 2066

Joyce Turner
Bright, VIC 3741
03 5756 2617

Neville & Patricia Twist
Auckland, NZ
09 630 1415

Vern Verass
Duffy, ACT 2611
02 6288 4043
Vern@designd.com.au

Peter & Sue Webb
Yanchep, WA 6035
08 9561 1417

William Wentworth
Towamba, NSW 2550
02 6496 7139
Wentworth@acr.net.au

Susan Williamson
Lesmurdie, WA 6076
08 9291 7603
Celsian@ozemail.com.au

Lyn Andrews [amst@albury.net.au]

Nancy & William Bigelow  [pots@panworld.net]

Val Billington [valerieb@one.net.au]

Pam & Dave Bradford [ ]

John Shin Chew [jschew@it.uts.edu.au]

Elizabeth Eaton [ ]

Ian Esmore [ ]

Bevan & Dina James [brjames@eisa.net.au]

Alex & Heather King [ ]

Rex Merrit [rexmerrett@ozemail.com.au]

Gerhard Neuwiller [ ]

Nigel Nunn [nnunn@ausport.gov.au]

Frances Potter [fnp@idx.com.au]

Bob Reynolds [ ]

Rita Schaad [scharita@castle.net.au]

Jessica Schaad [ ]

David Shannon [ ]

Trevor Swadling [urantia@ozemail.com.au]

Kathleen Swadling [kathleen@urantia.org.au]

Daniel Swadling [ ]

Neville Twist [ ]

Vern Verass [vern@designd.com.au]

Velta Verass [ ]

William Wentworth [wentwrth@acr.net.au]

Regina Williamson [leocolor@bigpond.net.au]

Conference2000 � Attendees
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Conference Programme

Friday October 6

Saturday October 7

Sunday October 8

Monday October 9

4 - 6pm Gather in Canberra

Organise dinner delivery

6.30pm Dinner

8.00pm Celebrity Heads

URANTIA Book Personalities

6.00am Activities

7.00am Breakfast

9.00am Welcome & Introduction

9.30am Lures of the Fifth Epoch

Morning tea

11.00am The Inner World of Mankind

12pm Lunch

1.30pm The Whiteboard Session

Afternoon tea

3.30pm Personality, Passport to Paradise

6.00pm Dinner

7.30pm The Book & I

Music

6.00am Activities

7.00am Breakfast

9.00am Replenishment

Morning tea

10.30am Surfing the Absonite

11.30am Photo session

12pm Lunch

1.30pm Walk among Tulips

Afternoon tea

4.00pm Book Study: Sources

4.30pm Annual General Meeting

6.00pm Dinner

7.30pm The Quiz

6.00am Activities

7.00am Breakfast

9.00am Teamwork

Morning tea

11.00am The Lure of the Fifth Epoch

Conference Summary

12pm Lunch

Farewells


